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The present book assesses the multifaceted
phenomenon of revenge and tries to open a
hatch to the human comprehension of
vengeance, its roots, role and functions in
philosophy, history, societies and literature. It
introduces studies as they were presented at the
Inter-Disciplinary.Net's 2nd Global Conference
on Revenge.
Rechtskultur 3 - Antonio Sánchez Aranda
2018-01-31
Rechtskultur ist eine Zeitschrift mit
europäischem Charakter, strikt themenbezogen
und transdisziplinär ausgerichtet. Ausgabe 3
behandelt die Strafrechts- und
Kriminalitätsgeschichte.
Official Journal of the Proceedings of the
House of Representatives of the State of
Louisiana - Louisiana. Legislature. House of
Representatives 1894

Kurt Baschwitz - Jaap van Ginneken
2017-12-15
Kurt Baschwitz (1886-1968) had a lifelong
fascination for 'the riddle of the mass' in both its
visible and invisible forms. He was a major
pioneer of communication and media studies on
the European continent, an early student of the
social, political, and mass psychology of crowds,
publics, audiences, and public opinion, as well as
a versatile social historian. Half a century after
his death, however, he risks being forgotten and
misunderstood, falling through the cracks of
history.
Theories and Origins of the Modern Police Clive Emsley 2017-07-05
This volume is the first of four that will provide
some of the most significant, English-language
articles on the historical development of the
police institution. The articles included in this
volume are broadly of two kinds. The first
introduce some of the theoretical outlines that
have been suggested for the origins and
development of modern police institutions across
Europe. The second explore the systems of
enforcement, and the criticisms of them, that
had emerged on the eve of the revolutionary
upheavals which convulsed Europe and inflicted
a terminal blow to the ancien rme at the close of
the eighteenth century.
Social Control in Europe: 1800-2000 Herman Roodenburg 2004

Ages of Anxiety - William S. Bush 2018-07-31
Six compelling histories of youth crime in the
twentieth century Ages of Anxiety presents six
case studies of juvenile justice policy in the
twentieth century from around the world, adding
context to the urgent and international
conversation about youth, crime, and justice. By
focusing on magistrates, social workers,
probation and police officers, and youth
themselves, editors William S. Bush and David S.
Tanenhaus highlight the role of ordinary people
as meaningful and consequential historical
actors. After providing an international
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perspective on the social history of ideas about
how children are different from adults, the
contributors explain why those differences
should matter for the administration of justice.
They examine how reformers used the idea of
modernization to build and legitimize juvenile
justice systems in Europe and Mexico, and
present histories of policing and punishing youth
crime. Ages of Anxiety introduces a new
theoretical model for interpreting historical
research to demonstrate the usefulness of social
histories of children and youth for policy analysis
and decision-making in the twenty-first century.
Shedding new light on the substantive aims of
the juvenile court, the book is a historically
informed perspective on the critical topic of
youth, crime, and justice.
Ending the French Revolution - Howard G.
Brown 2006
"Filled with critical insights, Brown's revisionist
study utilizes an impressive array of archival
sources, some only recently cataloged, to
support his thesis that the French Revolution
survived until 1802 and the Consulate regime....
This volume should be a priority for all
historians and serious students interested in
modern French history. Summing Up:
Essential."--Choice "What Brown has done is to
put all historians of the French Revolution in his
debt by the thoroughness with which he explores
an important aspect of the complex and
interrelated problems posed by any attempt to
create a new social and moral order based on
principles that could prove to be selfcontradictory and were neither understood nor
welcomed by a substantial proportion of the
population."--English Historical Review "This is
one of the most important pieces of scholarship
on the French Revolution since the 1989
bicentennial."--David Bell, Johns Hopkins
University For two centuries, the early years of
the French Revolution have inspired countless
democratic movements around the world. Yet
little attention has been paid to the problems of
violence, justice, and repression between the
Reign of Terror and the dictatorship of Napoleon
Bonaparte. In Ending the French Revolution,
Howard Brown analyzes these years to reveal
the true difficulty of founding a liberal
democracy in the midst of continual warfare,
repeated coups d'état, and endemic civil strife.
dominique-bouchat-2000

By highlighting the role played by violence and
fear in generating illiberal politics, Brown
speaks to the struggles facing democracy in our
own age. The result is a fundamentally new
understanding of the French Revolution's
disappointing outcome. Howard G. Brown,
Professor of History at Binghamton University,
State University of New York, is the author of
War, Revolution, and the Bureaucratic State:
Politics and Army Administration in France,
1791-1799 and coeditor of Taking Liberties:
Problems of a New Order from the French
Revolution to Napoleon. Winner of the American
Historical Association's 2006 Leo Gershoy Award
and the University of Virginia's 2004 Walker
Cowen Memorial Prize for an outstanding work
of scholarship in eighteenth-century studies
The Civilising Offensive - Christoph De
Spiegeleer 2018-12-03
"This volume offers a multifaceted selection of
studies on 19th-century Belgian reformers and
initiatives they instigated to solve the ‘social
question’ by ‘civilising’ and moralising the lower
classes. Around 1850 Belgium was continental
Europe’s most heavily industrialised state. From
the mid-century until the Belle Époque many
international social reform associations were
based in Belgium, as well as their main
international actors. This book aims to place the
history of social, moral and educational reform
in Belgium during the long 19th century within a
broader European perspective. This collection of
contributions by both young and established
scholars from various disciplinary backgrounds
not only fills some gaps in Belgian
historiography, but also offers a better
understanding of broad epochal processes such
as the bourgeois civilising offensive, the
expansion of educational action and the
historical growth of welfare states.
Major Companies of Europe 2000 - Gale Group
1999-10
This established directory has been thoroughly
revised, updated and expanded to provide
current and comprehensive information on more
than 24,000 of Europe's largest companies. Four
volumes are filled with facts and contacts for
major public and private companies in all 20
countries of Western Europe.
The International Corporate 1000 - R. Whiteside
2012-12-06
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The International Corporate 1000 represents a
joint venture between Monitor Publishing Com
pany of Washington, DC, and Graham & Trotman
Limited of London. Monitor Publishing Company
is well known as the publisher of The Federal
Yellow Book, The Congressional Yellow Book,
and The Corporate 1000. Graham & Trotman's
annual directories providing data on the major
companies in many parts of the world are
equally established. The two publishing
companies have pooled their expertise in this
joint venture to research, compile and publish
The International Corporate 1000, A Directory
o/Who Runs The World's 1000 Leading
Corporations. The directory was designed to
help you identify and contact the senior
executives who lead and manage these
companies. Accordingly, you will find extensive,
valuable detail about who does what, and how to
reach them, but you will find little financial or
statistical data. We have designed the book in
this way because we believe there is a great
need for an accurate and current executive
directory, whereas a wealth of financial data is
already available from many different sources.
The organization of the directory is by key
geographical region, then by major country
within each region, and then alphabetically by
company within each country.
The Unknown Dead - Peter Schrijvers
2005-04-08
Telling the harrowing stories of noncombatants
caught up in the maelstrom of war, The
Unknown Dead surveys this crucial battle and its
consequences from an entirely new perspective.
Peter Schrijvers, a native Belgian, describes in
detail the horrific war crimes committed by
German military units on the front lines and by
Nazi security services behind the battle lines. He
also reveals the devastating effects of Allied
responses to the enemy threat, including
incessant artillery barrages and massive
bombings of small towns.
Between the Living and the Dead - �va P¢cs
1999-01-01
The author, one of the most highly respected
scholars of historical anthropology, has
undertaken extensive research on folk beliefs
related to communication with the supernatural
sphere. In this book, she examines the systems
of such communication known by early modern
dominique-bouchat-2000

Hungarians, and the role these systems played
in the everyday life of the village. New types of
mediators are identified such as "the
neighborhood witch, " the healing witch, and the
demons seen in dreams. Representing a major
contribution to the most up-to-date international
research, Eva Pocs draws on significant East
European material and literature not previously
coordinated with that from the West. In so
doing, she makes a valuable contribution to a
subject that has recently attracted the attention
of several leading scholars.
The Catholic Encyclopedia - Charles George
Herbermann 1914
Grimoires - Owen Davies 2010-09-23
What is a grimoire? The word has a familiar ring
to many people, particularly as a consequence of
such popular television dramas as Buffy the
Vampire Slayer and Charmed. But few people
are sure exactly what it means. Put simply,
grimoires are books of spells that were first
recorded in the Ancient Middle East and which
have developed and spread across much of the
Western Hemisphere and beyond over the
ensuing millennia. At their most benign, they
contain charms and remedies for natural and
supernatural ailments and advice on contacting
spirits to help find treasures and protect from
evil. But at their most sinister they provide
instructions on how to manipulate people for
corrupt purposes and, worst of all, to call up and
make a pact with the Devil. Both types have
proven remarkably resilient and adaptable and
retain much of their relevance and fascination to
this day. But the grimoire represents much more
than just magic. To understand the history of
grimoires is to understand the spread of
Christianity, the development of early science,
the cultural influence of the print revolution, the
growth of literacy, the impact of colonialism, and
the expansion of western cultures across the
oceans. As this book richly demonstrates, the
history of grimoires illuminates many of the most
important developments in European history
over the last two thousand years.
America, History and Life - 2003
Provides historical coverage of the United States
and Canada from prehistory to the present.
Includes information abstracted from over 2,000
journals published worldwide.
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These debates are often clouded by failures to
appreciate that different theorists are offering
differing kinds of theories and attempting to
answer different questions. There is also a
failure, principally on the part of Ronald
Dworkin, to characterize opposing theories
correctly. The clarity of Waluchow's work will
help to remove the confusion which has hitherto
marred some jurisprudential debate, particularly
about Dworkin's work.
Quirk's Marketing Research Review - 2008

Un commissaire de police à Namur sous
Napoléon - Thomas Jean-Baptiste Mathieu de
Nantes 2014-01-14
Proposant la transcription et l'édition du registre
aux actes de police de Mathieu de Nantes, cet
ouvrage représente une source extraordinaire
pour l’histoire de la police napoléonienne, pour
l’histoire des pratiques administratives et pour
le quotidien d
Shaping the Transnational Sphere - Davide
Rodogno 2014-12-01
In the second half of the nineteenth century a
new kind of social and cultural actor came to the
fore: the expert. During this period complex
processes of modernization, industrialization,
urbanization, and nation-building gained pace,
particularly in Western Europe and North
America. These processes created new forms of
specialized expertise that grew in demand and
became indispensible in fields like sanitation,
incarceration, urban planning, and education.
Often the expertise needed stemmed from
problems at a local or regional level, but many
transcended nation-state borders. Experts
helped shape a new transnational sphere by
creating communities that crossed borders and
languages, sharing knowledge and resources
through those new communities, and by
participating in special events such as
congresses and world fairs.
Inclusive Legal Positivism - Wilfrid J. Waluchow
1994
This book develops a general theory of law,
inclusive legal positivism, which seeks to remain
within the tradition represented by authors such
as Austin, Hart, MacCormick, and Raz, while
sharing some of the virtues of both classical and
modern theories of natural law, as represented
by authors such as Aquinas, Fuller, Finnis, and
Dworkin. Its central theoretical questions are:
Does the existence or content of positive law
ever depend on moral considerations? If so, is
this fact consistent with legal positivism? The
author shows how inclusive positivism allows
one to answer yes to both of these questions. In
addition to articulating and defending his own
version of legal positivism, which is a refinement
and development of the views of H.L.A. Hart as
expressed in his classic book The Concept of
Law, the author clarifies the terms of current
jurisprudential debates about the nature of law.
dominique-bouchat-2000

Crime, Histoire & Sociétés - 2003
Red Data Book of the Flowering Plants of
Cameroon - Jean-Michel Onana 2011
This is tropical Africa's first Red Data book for
plants. Cameroon contains tropical Africa's most
species-diverse hotspots for plants; many are
rare and threatened with extinction. In the book
815 species are documented as being threatened
using IUCN global assessments, most being
assessed for the first time. Short species
descriptions to aid identification in the field are
given, as well as notes on habitats and threats,
together with distribution maps and
management suggestions to assist better
conservation.
The International Journal of Children's
Rights - 2000
Into Your Solar Plexus - Donatella BERNARDI
2016
Nouvelle histoire de Belgique: 1830-1905 Els Witte 2005
Somme sur l'histoire de la Belgique qui fait suite
à "Léopold III" à la Première Guerre mondiale, la
crise parlementaire des années 1930 et
l'intégration difficile des travailleurs flamands
dans le système politique, l'évacuation à Londres
du gouvernement Pierlot en 1940, puis les
années de régence.
Foreign Companies in Chile Yearbook - 2007
Dictionnaire des femmes belges - Éliane
Gubin (historica.) 2006
Biografisch woordenboek met meer dan 400
biografieën van vrouwen die sporen nalieten in
de Belgische geschiedenis. De geportretteerde
vrouwen drukten hun stempel op zeer
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uiteenlopende maatschappelijke domeinen
waaronder politiek, literatuur, onderwijs,
wetenschap, kunst, liefdadigheid.
Revue historique - 2001

sophisticated software, numerical simulations
have quickly become the primary tool to study
the models. However, while the pace of progress
increases, one may ask: just how reliable are our
computations? Even for finite dimensional ODEs,
this question naturally arises if the system under
study is chaotic, as small differences in initial
conditions (such as those due to rounding errors
in numerical computations) yield wildly
diverging outcomes. These issues have
motivated the development of the field of
rigorous numerics in dynamics, which draws
inspiration from ideas in scientific computing,
numerical analysis and approximation theory.
The articles included in this volume present
novel techniques for the rigorous study of the
dynamics of maps via the Conley-index theory;
periodic orbits of delay differential equations via
continuation methods; invariant manifolds and
connecting orbits; the dynamics of models with
unknown nonlinearities; and bifurcations
diagrams.
Soldiers, Citizens and Civilians - A. Forrest
2008-11-27
The Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars affected
millions of people's lives across Europe and
beyond. Yet the extent to which the constant
warfare of the period 1792-1815 shaped
everyday experience has been little studied. This
volume of essays discusses the formative
experience of these wars for men and women, as
soldiers, citizens and civilians.
Children’s Rights: Progress and
Perspectives - Michael D. A. Freeman
2011-10-28
The International Journal of Children’s Rights
has been a major player in all this. Its impact is
worldwide. It has established itself as the
leading journal in the field. The journal is now in
its 19th year, and is flourishing. This volume has
been compiled not only to commemorate the
journal’s work, but also the 20th anniversary of
the Convention coming into operation, and of the
first World Summit on Children. An anthology of
the best articles published in these formative
years, this volume offers a representative sample
of what the journal has achieved. Some of the
articles are ones which are frequently cited,
whilst others are less well known; some deal
with theory, others with practice. The case for
children’s rights is to be found throughout this

The English Police - Clive Emsley 2014-09-19
A comprehensive history of policing from the
eighteenth century onwards, which draws on
largely unused police archives. Clive Emsley
addresses all the major issues of debate; he
explores the impact of legislation and policy at
both national and local levels, and considers the
claim that the English police were non-political
and free from political control. In the final
section, he looks at the changing experience of
police life. Established as a standard
introduction to the subject on its first
appearance, the Second Edition has been
substantially revised and is now published under
the Longman imprint for the first time.
Global Histories of Work - Andreas Eckert
2016-09-12
First title of the new series Work in Global and
Historical Perspective that introduces the
conceptual approach towards the field of global
labour history through a collection of essays
chosen by the editors.
Major Chemical and Petrochemical
Companies of Europe 1989/90 - R. M.
Whiteside 2012-12-06
Biotechnology - 1999
Rigorous Numerics in Dynamics - Jan Bouwe
van den Berg 2018-07-12
This volume is based on lectures delivered at the
2016 AMS Short Course “Rigorous Numerics in
Dynamics”, held January 4–5, 2016, in Seattle,
Washington. Nonlinear dynamics shapes the
world around us, from the harmonious
movements of celestial bodies, via the swirling
motions in fluid flows, to the complicated
biochemistry in the living cell. Mathematically
these phenomena are modeled by nonlinear
dynamical systems, in the form of ODEs, PDEs
and delay equations. The presence of
nonlinearities complicates the analysis, and the
difficulties are even greater for PDEs and delay
equations, which are naturally defined on
infinite dimensional function spaces. With the
availability of powerful computers and
dominique-bouchat-2000
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collection, as is the history of children’s rights.
Crime, histoire et sociétés - René Levy 2004

grown dramatically in recent years and, because
scholars associated with this work have relied on
a broad social definition of crime which includes
acts that are against the law as well as acts of
social banditry and political rebellion, crime
history has become a major aspect not only of
social history, but also of cultural as well as legal
studies. This collection explores how the history
of crime provides a way to study time, place and
culture. Adopting an international and
interdisciplinary perspective to investigate the
historical discourses of crime in Europe and the
United States from the sixteenth to the late
twentieth century, these original works provide
new approaches to understanding the meaning
of crime in modern western culture and
underscore the new importance given to crime
and criminal events in historical studies. Written
by both well-known historians and younger
scholars from across the globe, the essays reveal
that there are important continuities in the
history of crime and its representations in
modern culture, despite particularities of time
and place.

Man as Witch - R. Schulte 2009-06-25
Witch-hunts in Central Europe were by no
means focused only on women; one in four
alleged witches was male. This study analyzes
and describes the witch trials of men in French
and German-speaking regions, opening up a
little known chapter of early modern times, and
revealing the conflicts from which witch-hunts of
men evolved.
La Bande noire (1855-1862) - Laure Didier
2014-01-14
Une histoire passionnante où se côtoient
bandits, acteurs judiciaires, habitants des villes
et des campagnes, sur fond de débats
idéologiques qui ont façonné l'histoire de la
Belgique au XIXe siècle. Ces éléments devraient
permettre à l’affaire de la Band
Imaginaires urbains : Crime and Culture - René Lévy 2017-03-02
Scholarly interest in the history of crime has
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